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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 THE NEED FOR FIREWALLS 

Firewall technology has been around for at least 25 years, and has undergone several stages of 

development; from early packet and circuit firewalls to application layer and dynamic packet firewalls. 

Across these stages, the goal has continued to be to provide a protective barrier between internal and 

external networks, while allowing for productive communications to pass from one side to the other.  

In order to establish a secure perimeter, a basic network firewall must provide granular control based 

upon the source and destination IP Addresses and ports. As firewalls will be deployed at critical choke-

points in the network, the stability and reliability of a firewall is imperative.  And it must not degrade 

network performance or it will never be installed.  The following capabilities are considered essential 

as part of a firewall: 

 Basic packet filtering 

 Stateful multi-layer inspection 

 Network Address Translation (NAT) 

 Highly Stable 

 Ability to operate at layer 3 

NSS Labs‘ test reports are designed to address the challenges faced by IT professionals in selecting 

and managing security products. The scope of this report is focused on: 

 Security effectiveness 

 Performance 

 Stability 

 Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) 

 

1.2 PRODUCT SUMMARY 

During Q1 2011, NSS Labs performed the industry‘s most rigorous test of leading network firewall 

solutions. This report has been produced for our enterprise subscribers, as part of NSS Labs‘ 

independent testing information services. Leading vendors were invited to participate fully at no cost, 

and NSS Labs received no vendor funding.  

As part of our Network Firewall Group Test, Palo Alto Networks submitted the Palo Alto Networks PA-

4020. 

NSS Labs’ Rating: Recommended 

Product 
Max UDP 

Throughput 
NSS Labs Rated 

Throughput 

PA-4020 8,000 Mbps 5,207 Mbps 

 

Palo Alto Networks is a new entrant in the firewall category, focusing primarily on the Next-Gen 

firewall market.  The PA-4020 has been rated by Palo Alto as a 2 Gbps firewall, a very conservative 

number based upon NSS Labs rating of 5,207 Mbps.  
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The PA-4030 was one of only three products that was able to withstand our stability test and remain 
functional.  However, it failed to properly handle TCP Split Handshake attack.   
 

Update: Palo Alto issued update (4.0.2) on Monday April 18, and NSS Labs has confirmed that they 
now block the attack.  As a result, we have upgraded the PA-4020 to Recommended. Palo Alto 
Networks customers should update at the earliest opportunity. 
 
 

1.3 ABOUT NSS LABS 

NSS Labs, Inc. is the world‘s leading independent information security research and testing 

organization. Its expert analyses provide information technology professionals with the unbiased data 

they need to select the right product for their organizations. Pioneering intrusion detection and 

prevention system testing with the publication of the first such test criteria in 2001, NSS Labs also 

evaluates firewall, unified threat management, anti-malware, encryption, web application firewall, and 

other technologies on a regular basis. The firm‘s real-world test methodology is the only one to assess 

security products against live Internet threats. NSS Labs tests are considered the most aggressive in 

the industry and its recommendations are highly regarded by enterprises. Founded in 1991, the 

company has offices in Carlsbad, California and Austin, Texas. 
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2 SECURITY EFFECTIVENESS 

This section verifies that the Device Under Test (DUT) is capable of enforcing a specified security 

policy effectively. NSS Labs‘ firewall analysis is conducted by incrementally building upon a baseline 

configuration (simple routing with no policy restrictions and no content inspection) to a complex real 

world multiple zone configuration supporting many addressing modes, policies, applications, and 

inspection engines. 

At each level of complexity, test traffic is passed across the firewall to ensure that only specified traffic 

is allowed and the rest is denied, and that appropriate log entries are recorded. 

The firewall must support stateful firewalling either by managing state tables to prevent ―traffic 

leakage‖ or as a stateful proxy.   The ability to manage firewall policy across multiple interfaces/zones 

is a required.  At a minimum, the firewall must provide a ―trusted‖ internal interface, an ―untrusted‖ 

external/Internet interface, and (optionally) one or more DMZ interfaces. In addition, a dedicated 

management interface (virtual or otherwise) is preferred. 

2.1 FIREWALL POLICY ENFORCEMENT 

Policies are rules that are configured on a firewall to permit or deny access from one network resource 

to another based on identifying criteria such as: source, destination, and service.  A term typically 

used to define the demarcation point of a network where policy is applied is a demilitarized zone 

(DMZ). Policies are typically written to permit or deny network traffic from one or more of the 

following zones:  

 Untrusted – This is typically an external network and is 

considered to be an unknown and non-secure. An example 

of an untrusted network would be the Internet. 

 DMZ – This is a network that is being isolated by the 

firewall restricting network traffic to and from hosts 

contained within the isolated network. 

 Trusted – This is typically an internal network; a network 

that is considered secure and protected. 

The NSS Labs Firewall certification tests performance and the ability 

to enforce policy between the following: 

 Trusted to Untrusted  

 Untrusted to DMZ  

Trusted to DMZNote: Firewalls must provide at a minimum one 

DMZ interface in order to provide a DMZ or ―transition point‖ 

between untrusted and trusted networks. 
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2.1.1 BASELINE POLICY 

Routed configuration with an ―allow all‖ policy 

Product Result 

Palo Alto PA-4020 PASS 

 

2.1.2 SIMPLE POLICIES 

Simple outbound and inbound policies allowing basic browsing and e-mail access for internal clients 

and no external access 

Product Result 

Palo Alto PA-4020 PASS 

 

2.1.3 COMPLEX POLICIES 

Complex outbound and inbound policies consisting of many rules, objects, and services. 

Product Result 

Palo Alto PA-4020 PASS 

 

2.1.4 STATIC NAT (NETWORK ADDRESS TRANSLATION) 

Inbound Network Address Translation (NAT) to DMZ using fixed IP address translation with one-to-one 

mapping. 

Product Result 

Palo Alto PA-4020 PASS 

 

2.1.5 DYNAMIC/HIDE NAT (NETWORK ADDRESS TRANSLATION) 

Outbound Network Address Translation (NAT) (from Internal to External) where all outbound traffic 

―hides‖ behind the IP Address of the External Interface of the Firewall utilizing a pool of high ports to 

manage multiple connections. 

Product Result 

Palo Alto PA-4020 PASS 

 

2.1.6 SYN FLOOD PROTECTION 

The basis of a SYN Flood attack is to not complete the 3-way handshake necessary to establish 

communication. Specifically the attacker (client machine A in fig. 6) refusing to send the ACK signal to 

the host server (B) after receiving the SYN/ACK from Host B. Such a connection is called a half open 

connection. 
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Instead of sending an ACK, attacker A sends another SYN signal to the victim server. The server again 

acknowledges it with a SYN/ACK and B again refuses to send the final ACK signal. By repeating this 

several times the attacker tries to overflow the data structure of the host server. The data structure is 

built in the memory of the host server with the purpose of keeping records of connections to be 

completed (or half open connections). Since the data structure is of a finite size, it is possible to 

overflow it by establishing a large number of open connections. 

Once overflow occurs the host server will not be able to accept new connections thus resulting in a 

denial of service. There is however a time-out associated with each of the connections (approximately 

3 minutes) after which the host server will automatically drop the half open connections and can start 

accepting new connections. If the attacker can request connections at a rate higher than the victim 

servers ability to expire the pending connections then it is possible to crash the server. 

Thus the objective of SYN flooding is to disable one side of the TCP connection which will result in one 

or more of the following: 

 The server is unable to accept new connections. 

 The server crashes or becomes inoperative. 

 Authorization between servers is impaired. 

The firewall is expected to protect against SYN Floods. 

Product Result 

Palo Alto PA-4020 PASS 

 

2.1.7 IP ADDRESS SPOOFING 

This test attempts to confuse the firewall into allowing traffic to pass from one network segment to 

another.  Each IP packet header contains the source and destination address of the packet. The source 

address is normally the address that the packet was sent from. By forging the header so it contains a 

different source address, an attacker can make it appear that the packet was sent by a different 

(trusted) machine. The machine that receives spoofed packets will send response back to the forged 

source address. 
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The firewall is expected to protect against IP Address spoofing. 

Product Result 

Palo Alto PA-4020 PASS 

 

2.1.8 TCP SPLIT HANDSHAKE SPOOF 

This test attempts to confuse the Firewall into allowing traffic to pass from one network segment to 

another.  The TCP Split handshake blends features of both the three way handshake and the 

simultaneous-open connection. The result is a TCP Spoof that allows an attacker to bypass the firewall 

by having the attacker instruct the target to ―initiate‖ the session back with the attacker.  Popular 

TCP/IP networking stacks respect this handshaking method, including Microsoft, Apple, and Linux 

stacks, with no modification.1   

TCP spoofing attacks have been around for years, and presumed ―cured‖ by modern firewalls.  What 

makes this particular attack different is that it targets the client. 

The firewall is expected to protect against TCP Split Handshake spoofing. 

Product 

Original Result Updated Result 

(April 20, 2011) 

Palo Alto PA-4020  FAIL  PASS2 

 

  

                                                

1 The TCP Split Handshake: Practical Effects on Modern Network Equipment, Tod Alien Beardsley & Jin 

Qian, http://www.macrothink.org/journal/index.php/npa/article/view/285 
2 Palo Alto issued update (4.0.2) on Monday April 18, and NSS Labs has confirmed that they now block 
the attack. 
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3 PERFORMANCE 

NSS Labs collected extensive performance metrics during this test, according to our established 

methodology. The volumes of data produced by these tests are designed to capture maximum 

capacities or ―the edge of performance‖ that may be obtainable for a given metric. In addition, our 

real-world traffic mix testing methods enable us to more accurately estimate the performance users 

can expect in their environments. Due to space considerations and the number of different products, 

we have summarized some of the most important figures that a network administrator should consider 

when sizing a deployment.  

3.1.1 RATED THROUGHPUT 

NSS Labs rates product performance based upon the average of three traffic types: 21KB HTTP 

response traffic, a mix of perimeter traffic common in enterprises, and a mix of internal ―core‖ traffic 

common in enterprises.  Details of these traffic mixes are available in the Firewall Test Methodology.  

 

 

FIGURE 1: RATED THROUGHPUT (MBPS) 

3.1.2 CONNECTION DYNAMICS 

Beyond overall throughput of the device, connection dynamics can play an important role in sizing a 

security device that will not unduly impede the performance of a system or an application. Maximum 

Connection and transaction rates help size a device more accurately than simply looking at 

throughput.  By knowing the maximum connections per second, it possible to predict maximum 

throughput based upon the traffic mix in a given enterprise environment. For example, if the device 

maximum HTTP CPS is 2,000, and average traffic size is 44KB such that 2,500 CPS = 1Gbps, then the 

tested device will achieve a maximum of 800 Mbps ((2,000/2,500) x 1,000 Mbps)) = 800 Mbps.  

Following is a subset of figures from our performance tests. 

The aim of these tests is to stress the device and determine how it copes with large numbers of TCP 

connections per second, application layer transactions per second, and concurrent open connections. 

All packets contain valid payload and address data and these tests provide an excellent representation 

of a live network at various connection/transaction rates. 

5,207 

0 1,000 2,000 3,000 4,000 5,000 6,000

Palo Alto PA-4020 
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Note that in all tests, the following critical ―breaking points‖—where the final measurements are 

taken—are used: 

Excessive concurrent TCP connections - latency within the firewall is causing unacceptable 

increase in open connections on the server-side. 

Excessive response time for HTTP transactions/SMTP sessions - latency within the firewall is 

causing excessive delays and increased response time to the client. 

Unsuccessful HTTP transactions sessions – normally, there should be zero unsuccessful 

transactions. Once these appear, it is an indication that excessive latency within the firewall is causing 

connections to time out. 

Maximum Capacity 

Product 

 Theoretical Max. 
Concurrent TCP 

Connections w/Data  

 Maximum TCP 
Connections Per 

Second  

 Maximum HTTP 
Transactions Per 

Second  

Palo Alto PA-4020 523,000 22,400 158,000 

 

The following chart depicts the relationship between the maximum concurrent connections and the 

number of HTTP transactions per second that can be transmitted and received through the device. 

   

FIGURE 2: MAXIMUM CONCURRENT CONNECTIONS VS. HTTP TRANSACTIONS & TCP CONNECTIONS PER SECOND 

3.1.3 MAXIMUM HTTP CAPACITY 

These tests aim to stress the HTTP detection engine in order to determine how the sensor copes with 

detecting and blocking exploits under network loads of varying average packet size and varying 

connections per second. By creating genuine session-based traffic with varying session lengths, the 

sensor is forced to track valid TCP sessions, thus ensuring a higher workload than for simple packet-

based background traffic.  
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FIGURE 3: MAXIMUM HTTP CONNECTIONS PER SECOND WITH VARIOUS SIZE PAYLOADS 

Each transaction consists of a single HTTP GET request and there are no transaction delays (i.e. the 

web server responds immediately to all requests). All packets contain valid payload (a mix of binary 

and ASCII objects) and address data. This test provides an excellent representation of a live network 

(albeit one biased towards HTTP traffic) at various network loads. 

 

FIGURE 4: MAXIMUM THROUGHPUT (MBPS) WITH VARIOUS SIZE PAYLOADS 

 

3.1.4 RAW PACKET PROCESSING PERFORMANCE (UDP TRAFFIC)  

The aim of this test is purely to determine the raw packet processing capability of each in-line port 

pair of the device. It is not real world, and can be misleading. It is included here primarily for legacy 

purposes. 
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This traffic does not attempt to simulate any form of ―real-world‖ network condition. No TCP sessions 

are created during this test, and there is very little protocol or content analysis to perform.  

 
FIGURE 5: UDP THROUGHPUT (MBPS) 
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4 STABILITY & RELIABILITY 

Long term stability is particularly important for an in-line device, where failure can produce network 

outages. These tests verify the stability of the DUT along with its ability to maintain security 

effectiveness while under normal load and while passing malicious traffic. Products that are not able to 

sustain legitimate traffic (or crash) while under hostile attack will not pass. 

The DUT is required to remain operational and stable throughout these tests, and to block 100 per 

cent of previously blocked traffic, raising an alert for each. If any non-allowed traffic passes 

successfully - caused by either the volume of traffic or the DUT failing to bypass for any reason - this 

will result in a FAIL. 

4.1.1 BLOCKING UNDER EXTENDED ATTACK  

The DUT is exposed to a constant stream of security policy violations over an extended period of time. 

The device is configured to block and alert, and thus this test provides an indication the effectiveness 

of both the blocking and alert handling mechanisms.  

A continuous stream of security policy violations mixed with legitimate traffic is transmitted through 

the device at a maximum of 100Mbps (max 50,000 packets per second, average packet sizes in the 

range of 120-350 bytes) for 8 hours with no additional background traffic. This is not intended as a 

stress test in terms of traffic load (covered in the previous section) - merely a reliability test in terms 

of consistency of blocking performance. 

The device is expected to remain operational and stable throughout this test, and to block 100 per 

cent of recognizable violations, raising an alert for each. If any recognizable policy violations are 

passed - caused by either the volume of traffic or the sensor failing open for any reason - this will 

result in a FAIL. 

Product Result 

Palo Alto PA-4020 PASS 

 

4.1.2 PASSING LEGITIMATE TRAFFIC UNDER EXTENDED ATTACK 

This test is identical to 4.1.1, where the external interface of the device is exposed to a constant 

stream of attacks over an extended period of time.  

The device is expected to remain operational and stable throughout this test, and to pass most/all of 

the legitimate traffic. If an excessive amount of legitimate traffic is blocked throughout this test - 

caused by either the volume of traffic or the DUT failing for any reason - this will result in a FAIL. 

Product Result 

Palo Alto PA-4020 PASS 

 

4.1.3 PROTOCOL FUZZING & MUTATION 

This test stresses the protocol stacks of the DUT by exposing it to traffic from various protocol 

randomizer and mutation tools. Several of the tools in this category are based on the ISIC test suite 

and the BreakingPoint Stack Scrambler component. 
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Traffic load is a maximum of 350Mbps and 60,000 packets per second (average packet size is 690 

bytes). Results are presented as a PASS/FAIL - the device is expected to remain operational and 

capable of detecting and blocking attacks throughout the test. 

Product 
Result 

Palo Alto PA-4020 PASS 

It is important to note that when a service or device to crashes it is most often due to a software 

vulnerability.  And while not all vulnerabilities can be exploited, most can.  Therefore we urge vendors 

whose devices failed this test to fix their devices at the earliest opportunity. 

 

 NSS Labs considers a product to have failed this test if it becomes unstable and ―falls over‖ – 

crashing and not allowing any traffic to flow.  In effect, the firewall becomes a doorstop and 

must be power-cycled to recover. 

 NSS Labs considers a ―severe fail‖ if upon failure, all traffic is allowed to to pass through the 

firewall, or if the firewall itself is breached upon failure. 
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5 TOTAL COST OF OWNERSHIP & VALUE 

Firewall implementations can be complex projects with several factors affecting the overall cost of 

deployment, maintenance and upkeep. All of these should be considered over the course of the useful 

life of the solution. 

1. Fees paid to the vendor for the initial product and yearly maintenance  

2. Labor costs for installation, upkeep and tuning 

No two network security products deliver the same security effectiveness or throughput, making 

‗apples to apples‘ comparisons extremely difficult. In order to capture the relative value of devices on 

the market and facilitate such comparisons, NSS Labs has developed a unique metric to enable value-

based comparisons:  

Price per protected megabit/sec = Cost / (security effectiveness * throughput). 

Developed in 2009 by NSS Labs, this metric is used extensively in the sections below to evaluate cost 

of security, throughput and 3-year TCO. The figures here are based on list prices provided by vendors. 

NSS Labs clients can gain access to our TCO spreadsheets in order to customize comparisons based on 

special-offer pricing. 

5.1.1 LABOR PER PRODUCT (IN HOURS) 

With the shortage of skilled and experienced practitioners, it is important to consider the required time 

and resources to properly install, maintain and manage the solution. Failure to do so could result in 

products not achieving their full security potential. 

This table estimates the annual labor required to maintain each device. There are three main 

components to be considered:  

1. Installation – the time required to take the device out of the box, configure it, put it into the 

network, apply updates and patches, initial tuning, and set up desired logging and reporting. 

2. Upkeep – the time required to apply periodic updates and patches from vendors, including 

hardware, software, and protection (signature/filter/rules) updates. 

This table estimates the annual labor required to maintain each device.  Since vendors sent their very 

best engineers to tune, NSS Labs‘ assumptions are based upon the time required by a highly 

experienced security engineer ($75 per hour fully loaded). This allowed us to hold the talent cost 

variable constant and measure only the difference in time required to tune. 

Product Installation (Hrs) Upkeep / Year (Hrs) 

Palo Alto PA-4020 8 25 
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5.1.2 PURCHASE PRICE AND TOTAL COST OF OWNERSHIP 

TCO incorporates the labor costs for each product over three years as described above with the fees 

paid to the vendor for purchase and maintenance licensing. Calculations are made as follows: 

Value Description of Calculation 

1 Year TCO 
Initial Purchase Price + Maintenance  

+ (Installation + Upkeep) * Labor rate ($/hr)  

2 Year TCO 
1 Year TCO  

+ (Upkeep hours) * Labor rate ($/hr)  

3 Year TCO 
2 Year TCO  

+ (Upkeep hours) * Labor rate ($/hr) 

 

Each vendor provided pricing information. When possible, we selected the 24/7 maintenance and 

support option with 24-hour replacement as this is the option most organizations will select.  

Product Purchase 
Maintenance / 

year 
1 Year TCO 2 Year TCO 3 Year TCO 

Palo Alto PA-4020 $35,000  $4,200  $41,675  $47,750  $53,825  

  

5.1.3 THREE-YEAR TOTAL COST OF OWNERSHIP PER PROTECTED MBPS 

The following table illustrates the relative cost per unit of work performed. This is helpful in 

understanding value (Mbps of protected traffic). The least expensive product will not be the best value 

if it does not block attacks nor provide sufficiently high throughput. 

Product Throughput 3 Year TCO Price / Mbps-Protected 

Palo Alto PA-4020 5,207  $53,825  $10  

FIGURE 6 - 3 YEAR TCO  
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6 TEST SCORECARD 

The following table lists the individual tests NSS Labs performed on each of the DUTs. Direct 

references are provided to NSS Labs Test IDs from Sections 3 through 6 of NSS Labs‘ Firewall Test 

Methodology v3.0. 

Test ID  Description 
 3 Security Effectiveness   

3.1 Firewall Policy Enforcement   

3.1.1 Baseline Policy PASS 

3.1.2 Simple Policy PASS 

3.1.3 Complex Policy PASS 

3.1.4 Static NAT PASS 

3.1.5 Dynamic / Hide NAT PASS 

3.1.6 Syn Flood Protection PASS 

3.1.7 Address Spoofing Protection PASS 

3.1.8 Session Hijacking Protection PASS 

3.1.9 TCP Split Handshake PASS3 

4 Performance   

4.1 Raw Packet Processing Performance (UDP Traffic) Mbps 

4.1.1 128 Byte Packets 7,300 

4.1.2 256 Byte Packets 8,000 

4.1.3 512 Byte Packets 8,000 

4.1.4 1024 Byte Packets 8,000 

4.1.5 1514 Byte Packets 8,000 

4.2 Latency - UDP 
 4.2.1 128 Byte Packets 12.5 

4.2.2 256 Byte Packets 14.2 

4.2.3 512 Byte Packets 17.5 

4.2.4 1024 Byte Packets 23.5 

4.2.5 1514 Byte Packets 31.0 

4.3 Maximum Capacity 
 4.3.1 Theoretical Max. Concurrent TCP Connections 523,000 

4.3.2 Theoretical Max. Concurrent TCP Connections w/Data 505,000 

4.3.3 Stateful Protection at Max Concurrent Connections PASS 

4.3.4 Maximum TCP Connections Per Second 22,400 

4.3.5 Maximum HTTP Connections Per Second 21,600 

4.3.6 Maximum HTTP Transactions Per Second 158,000 

4.4 HTTP Capacity With No Transaction Delays 
 4.4.1 2.500 Connections Per Second – 44Kbyte Response 18,400 

4.4.2 5,000 Connections Per Second – 21Kbyte Response 18,600 

4.4.3 10,000 Connections Per Second – 10Kbyte Response 21,000 

4.4.4 20,000 Connections Per Second – 4.5Kbyte Response 25,500 

4.4.5 40,000 Connections Per Second – 1.7Kbyte Response 33,000 

4.5 ―Real World‖ Traffic 
 4.5.1 ―Real World‖ Protocol Mix (Perimeter) 8,000 

4.5.2 ―Real World‖ Protocol Mix (Core) 3,900 

5 Stability & Reliability 
 5.1 Blocking Under Extended Attack Yes 

5.2 Passing Legitimate Traffic Under Extended Attack Yes 

                                                

3 Palo Alto originally failed the TCP Split Handshake, but issued update (4.0.2) on Monday April 18, 
and NSS Labs has confirmed that they now block the attack. 
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Test ID  Description 
 5.3 Protocol Fuzzing & Mutation Resilient 

6 Total Cost of Ownership & Value 

 6.1 Ease of Use 
 6.1.1 Initial Setup (Hours) 8 

6.1.2 Time Required for Upkeep (Hours per Year) 25 

6.2 Expected Costs 

 6.2.1 Initial Purchase $35,000 

6.2.2 Ongoing Maintenance & Support (Annual) $4,200 

6.2.3 Installation Labor Cost (@$75/hr) $600 

6.2.4 Management Labor Cost (per Year @$75/hr) $1,875 

6.3 Total Cost of Ownership   

6.3.1 Year 1 $41,675 

6.3.2 Year 2 $6,075 

6.3.3 Year 3 $6,075 

6.3.4 3 Year Total Cost of Ownership $53,825 
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APPENDIX A: SPECIAL THANKS 
Special thanks go to our test infrastructure partners who provide much of the equipment, software, 

and support that make this testing possible. 

 

 

 

   

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 




